KENNYWOOD’S 2018 RIDE HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS

2/5/18

54” TALL TO RIDE
___ Volcano

52” TALL TO RIDE
___ Black Widow
___ Sky Rocket (Between 52” and 55” must ride with a responsible person)
___ Thunderbolt (Must have a partner)

50” TALL TO RIDE
___ Musik Express

48” TALL TO RIDE
___ Aero 360
___ Cosmic Chaos
___ Gran Prix (Between 48” & 52” must have a partner)
___ Phantom’s Revenge
___ SwingShot

46” TALL TO RIDE
___ Bayern Kurve
___ Exterminator (Between 46” & 59” must ride with a responsible person)
___ Kenny’s Parkway
___ Racer
___ Wave Swinger

42” TALL TO RIDE
___ Jack Rabbit (Between 42” and 48” must ride with a responsible person)
___ Raging Rapids (Between 42” and 48” must ride with a responsible person)
___ Skycoaster
___ Cranky’s Drop Tower

39” TALL TO RIDE
___ Pirate (Between 39” & 48” must ride with a responsible person)

36” TALL TO RIDE
(Between 36” & 46” must ride with a responsible person)
___ Paratrooper
___ Pittsburg Plunge

UNDER 46” (Must ride with a responsible person)
___ Auto Race (No infants permitted)
___ Garfield’s Nightmare
___ Ghostwood Estate (No infants permitted)
___ Kangaroo (No infants permitted)
___ Merry-Go-Round
___ Noah’s Ark (No infants permitted)
___ Journey with Thomas
___ Paddle Boats (No infants permitted)
___ Turtle (No infants permitted)
___ Whip (No infants permitted)
___ 4-D Theatre

CHILDREN MUST BE BETWEEN 36” AND 56” TALL TO RIDE
___ Elephant Parade
___ Red Baron
___ Steel City Choppers

CHILDREN MUST BE BETWEEN 36” AND 52” TALL TO RIDE
___ Kenny’s Karousel
___ Wacky Wheel
___ Whippersnapper

CHILDREN MUST BE BETWEEN 36” AND 48” TALL TO RIDE
___ Orbiter
___ Whirlwind

CHILDREN UNDER 36” TALL MUST RIDE WITH A RESPONSIBLE PERSON. NO MAXIMUM HEIGHT RESTRICTION. No infants are permitted.
___ Diesel Derby (Parents can ride)
___ Dizzy Dynamo (Parents can ride)
___ Lil’ Phantom (Parents can ride)
___ Pounce Bounce (Parents can ride)
___ Flynn’s Fire Brigade (Parents can ride)
___ Harold’s Helicopters (Parents can ride)

CHILDREN UNDER 42” TALL MUST RIDE WITH A RESPONSIBLE PERSON. NO MAXIMUM HEIGHT RESTRICTION. No infants are permitted.
___ Crazy Trolley (Parents can ride)
___ SS Kenny (Parents can ride)
___ Turtle Chase (Parents can ride)

RESPONSIBLE PERSON: A responsible person is defined as a person that (1) meets the criteria to experience the ride and (2) is approximately 16 years old with the physical and mental ability to supervise someone throughout the ride cycle.

INFANT: a handheld child that is too young to walk or sit up on their own.

Shoes and Shirts are required to ride all rides.

**Subject to Change**
“AMERICA’S FINEST TRADITIONAL AMUSEMENT PARK”

PARENT SWAP POLICY - Parents/Guardians take turns waiting with children too small to ride a certain attraction, then “swap” with the other adult Parent/Guardian from their party that has already waited in line and rode. This allows the adult attending to the child to have a chance to experience the ride without having to wait in line.

CHILDREN - Children must be able to walk on their own to ride in KIDDIELAND. SHOES AND SHIRTS ARE REQUIRED TO RIDE.

STROLLERS AND WHEELCHAIRS - Can be rented at the MAIN PARK ENTRANCE on a first come first serve basis. (PAYMENT REQUIRED)

FIRST AID – Is located between the GRAN PRIX (BUMPER CARS) and the BAYERN KURVE.

GUEST SERVICE CENTER – Located behind NOAH’S ARK next to the SLUSH FACTORY.

RIDE ADMISSION POLICY – Information for GUESTS WITH DISABILITIES can be obtained at the RIDER SAFETY CENTER located at the MAIN PARK ENTRANCE or the SERVICE CENTER located behind NOAH’S ARK.

“Height Checking” – Official measuring station is located at the RIDER SAFETY CENTER located at the MAIN PARK ENTRANCE or the SERVICE CENTER located behind NOAH’S ARK.

LOST ARTICLES – Please report any LOST ARTICLE to the team members in the SERVICE CENTER located behind NOAH’S ARK. Kennywood is not responsible for lost articles, but will make every effort to obtain them.

LOST PARENTS – Lost parents can be reunited with their children at the SERVICE CENTER.

MAPS – Park maps are located at MAIN PARK ENTRANCE, SERVICE CENTER, LOG JAMMER, and NEAR THE LOST KENNYWOOD GIFT SHOP.

ATM MACHINE – Located at the MAIN PARK ENTRANCE, CANDY STORE, PARKSIDE CAFÉ, and the LOST KENNYWOOD gift shop.

LOOSE ARTICLES – Loose articles should not be taken on any rides. All loose articles should be left with a non-rider or stored in the LOCKERS located above the KANDY KALEIDSCOPE. Large prizes can be checked at the SERVICE CENTER.

LINE JUMPING POLICY – Line jumping is cause for removal from the park. Leaving the line for any reason and trying to return is considered line jumping.

PARK CLOSING – There is no set closing time. Closing time varies depending on the crowd size and weather. Some attractions (including food and beverage areas) may close before the rest of the park. Kiddieland, Water Rides, as well as other rides, games, and food stands will close before the park.

PLEASE NOTE: SMOKING IS ONLY PERMITTED IN DESIGNATED SMOKING AREAS. PLEASE NOTE THIS INCLUDES ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES.